THIS HOSE WAS THE LOWEST COST- PER-FOOT.
When hose integrity really matters, specify TITAN Factory Certified.
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Titan is the only brand of hose you can buy with a
Some companies run the risk of leaks, cracks, delamiseamless tube and one-piece cover in all sizes from
nation and worse, all to save a few cents a foot on a
1-1/4 in. to 8 in. I.D.
hose assembly.
Don’t be one of them.
Tested in the lab, proven in the field.
On every new product, Titan runs a battery of tests in
Low-cost hose causes high- ticket headaches.
its own lab — tensile, elongation, hardness, gravity,
Regardless of what you run through it, poor qualvolume swell, oven aging, ozone, cold flex,
ity hose or couplings can be expensive —
ITAN
T
hydrostatic proof — among many others.
you could contaminate the product, ruin
In addition, if you specify Titan Factory
costly equipment, cause environmental
Certified, we’ll deliver your hose assembly
damage or major production delays.
with a signed certificate that it was successThat’s why you should specify Titan for
fully tested to 150% of its highest rated
all your hose applications — and Titan
R
pressure.
Factory Certified for those applications
Y CER
where one leaky hose could be one major
Cheap hose isn’t worth it.
headache.
Sure, we know you can often buy hose assemblies for
less than Titan, but why take the risk? With a Titan
The only seamless tube and one-piece cover.
hose assembly, it’s safe and secure.
Every hose Titan makes is built on a one-piece seamTo find out more about Titan’s oneless tube, laid up with Titan’s unique Araña — a
of-a-kind products and how Titan
machine designed to spiral high-strength yarn at preFactory Certified testing procedures
cisely controlled angles in a single pass. To further
can save you headaches, call, write
improve performance, Titan applies the cover in a
or fax Titan today.
single piece, reducing the total number of seams on a
Isn’t peace of mind worth a few extra cents a foot?
Titan hose to just one.
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